This supplemental material is divided into Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Results to complement the Methods and Results sections in the main text, respectively.
1 A small percentage of experiments in BrainMap utilized tasks from more than one task category. 2 Note that the locations of the activation foci are independent conditioned on knowing and . However, the locations of the activation foci are not independent if and are unknown.
2. Randomly generate a component !" using the distribution specified in the !" -th row of the matrix.
3. Randomly generate the voxel location !" of the activation focus using the distribution specified in the !" -th row of the matrix.
The above description specified the model exactly (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2010) .
Estimating the author-topic model
Given the 10,449 BrainMap experiments with associated activation coordinates and task categories, Pr(component | task) and Pr(voxel | component) were estimated assuming the following fixed parameters: the number of cognitive components ! , and the hyperparameters and .
The choice of ! is discussed in the main text. Following the original author-topic paper (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2010) , the hyperparameters and were set to 50 ! and 0.01 respectively.
Our experiments (not shown) suggested that the estimates were robust to the exact choice of and .
The original author-topic paper (Rosen-Zvi et al., 2010) utilized the Gibbs sampling algorithm to estimate Pr(topic | author) and Pr(words | topic). These are equivalent to Pr(component | task) and Pr(voxel | component) here. However, the Gibbs sampling algorithm is too computationally inefficient for this particular dataset: the algorithm did not converge after one week of computation time. This inspired us to derive a much faster expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) .
Given initial estimates of Pr(component | task) ! and Pr(voxel | component) ! , the Estep and M-step were iterated until convergence. In particular, let ! and ! be the estimates of Pr(component | task) and Pr(voxel | component) after the -th iteration of the EM algorithm. The ( + 1)-th iteration of the E-step involved computing the posterior probability that the -th activation focus (located at voxel !" from the binary activation image of the -th experiment) was generated by task and component :
where ( ∈ ! ) was equal to one if task belongs to the set of tasks ! employed in the -th experiment and was equal to zero otherwise. ! indicated the size of the task set ! . !,! ! corresponded to the -th row and -th column of ! , while !,! !" ! corresponded to the -th row and !" -th column of ! . The posterior probability !" !!! , was then used to estimate !!! and !!! in the ( + 1)-th iteration of the M-step:
where indexed voxel locations within a MNI152 brain mask. The hyperparameters and acted as pseudo-observations, so that the estimates and were non-zero for all tasks, components and locations within the mask. !" ! was a positive constant if activated voxel !" corresponded to location , and zero otherwise. The exact value of !" ! was not important; what mattered was the ratio between !" ! and . In other words, as long as !" ! and were scaled by the same amount, the estimates would always be the same. Here !" ! was set to five.
Although the EM algorithm is much faster, we found that the Gibbs sampling algorithm provided qualitatively better results, possibly because Gibbs sampling was able to explore a larger portion of the parameter space. Consequently, the resultant estimation procedure was as follows: (1) Gibbs sampling was performed for 100 iterations (a few hours) and (2) the EM algorithm was run with the Gibbs sampling output as initialization (a few hours). The estimation procedure was repeated with 100 random initializations resulting in 100 estimates. Then Pr(component | voxel) will be equal to 1/ ! for both voxels for both components.
Therefore the entropy measure will consider both voxels as equally flexible, while the unnormalized entropy measure will consider the second voxel to be more flexible.
An alternative model
Here we consider an alternative generative model with N cognitive components. For simplicity, each experiment was assumed to only utilize one task. The activations of an experiment utilizing task T were assumed to be generated using a two-step procedure. In the first step, the set of components recruited during task T was randomly generated via the probability distributions Pr(component | task). Here, there are N probability distributions per task, where
Pr(k-th component | task T) is a number between zero and one, specifying the probability that the k-th component is going to be active or not during task T. This contrasts with the author-topic model, where there is one probability distribution per task Pr(component | task), which consists of N numbers (between zero and one) that sum to one.
In the second step, each brain voxel was then determined to be activated if any of the It is unclear whether this alternative model is biologically more plausible than the authortopic model, although the probabilities may be interpreted without the qualification "for an activation focus", as in the case for the author-topic model.
We had previously experimented with a variation of this model, but the resulting algorithm was many times slower than the author-topic model. The reason was that the authortopic model generates brain activation by iterating over activation foci, and therefore the resulting estimation algorithm iterated over activation foci. The current inference algorithm (using Gibbs sampling and EM) took a few hours per random initialization. By contrast, the alternative model generates brain activation by iterating over all brain voxels in MNI152 space, and therefore the resulting estimation algorithm iterated over all brain voxels in MNI152 space.
Given that there were many times more brain voxels than the number of activation foci, the resulting algorithm for the alternative model was orders of magnitudes slower. When the alternative model was initialized with the author-topic estimate, the resulting estimate was qualitatively similar. Because of the computational complexity, the alternative model has not been estimated with random initializations. Developing more efficient algorithms for estimating the alternative model will be left for future work. S1 . Formal mathematical representation of the author-topic model in the context of this work. This type of diagram is referred to as a graphical model (Blei et al., 2003) . The circled variables represent random variables, while the squared nodes represent non-random parameters. The edges represent statistical dependencies. The model assumes a total of experiments. The -th experiment has ! number of activated voxels and a set ! of behavioral tasks. The -th activated voxel has an observed location , as well as a latent (unobserved) component and latent (unobserved) task associated with it. The variables at the corner of the rectangles indicate the number of times the variables inside the rectangles were replicated. Therefore ! was replicated times, once for each experiment. For the -th experiment, the variables , and were replicated ! times, once for each activated voxel in the binary activation image. denote Pr(component | task) and denote Pr(voxel | component). Therefore and are matrices, where each row is a categorical distribution summing to one. and are hyperparameters parameterizing the Dirichlet priors on and respectively. Only regions with statistically significant (corrected for multiple comparisons for the entire cerebral cortex, FDR q < 0.05) functional specificity of at least two are shown. The somato-motor and auditory cortices exhibited higher functional specificity than the association cortex. Nevertheless, multiple components exhibited significant specificity in the association cortex, suggesting a fair degree of functional segregation in association cortex. Functional specificity estimates are similar across the 12-component and 13-component estimates: the Pearson's correlation between the two maps is 0.76. Differences in functional specificity estimates between 12-component and 13-component estimates arise mostly in the visual cortex. This is because of the division of the visual component into dorsal and ventral visual streams as the number of components increases from 12 to 13. This illustrates the scaledependent nature of functional specialization. Note that the colorscale is logarithmic. Figure S10 . Functional specificity estimates are robust to analysis choices. This figure illustrates an alternative analysis for 3 of the 41 functionally specialized islands in lateral frontal and parietal cortices. For each island, the probability that the top five tasks of each component would activate the island was computed. The asterisks and colors indicate the most likely components as identified in the quantitative functional specificity maps (Figure 7) . In the examples shown here, the top five tasks of the most likely component (as identified in Figure 7 and Table 1 ) had the highest probability of activating the respective islands. The agreement between this alternative analysis and the original functional specificity estimates (p < 1e-5) suggests the estimates truly reflected the BrainMap data, rather than being artifacts of the particular model or estimation procedure.
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